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These were the faces of the sea for them, names for the many ways the
immensity appeared — the motions of the waves, the waves that sighed
against the sand, the waves that tapped the hull, the waves that smashed
ships apart or carried them to unknown shores. Naming them turned them
into intimates, lovers, enemies. Personalities to watch for, patterns to
predict what happened next.

I

n the heart of summer in

Alaska,

night never really gets dark. The sun
slowly lolls to the horizon and dips
under, briefly. The colors drain from the
sky, leaving the world in blurry, two-tone
shadows of bone and violet. As a child, I
learned to sleep in the light, and fear of the
dark was never a big part of the formation
of my world or my place in it.
When I was very small — three until
six — my bed on the boat was in the
stateroom with my parents. They had a
double-wide bunk that packed them both in
like sardines and left me with nowhere to go

but up. They hung a length of fishing web
from strong hooks screwed into the walls
above their bunk and tossed a sleeping bag
into it, creating a makeshift hammock that
swung back and forth with the swell. It gently
knocked against the walls in calmer seas, my
body a metronome ticking off each rock of
the boat. The balanced touch of that — a
tap on the left, a tap on the right — was
comforting. When it was rough, the
hammock moved violently, unpredictably,
and I would brace myself with my hands or
feet, jamming them against the stateroom
walls at stiff angles to keep from slamming
my sides against them. At one end of the
bunk was a locking window that looked out
over the water. Waves would smash against
it and drain away, leaving the view spotted
and cloudy with salt during the day. At night,
the midnight sun bled purple against the
stateroom walls.
By the time I was eight, I was too long to
fit comfortably in a hammock, and sleeping
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often felt a sense of power and calm. The water
stretched to the edge of the earth and then
fell away with the curve, describing the limits
of the world in perfect silver lines. This view
engendered awe, a great feeling of fullness

back and forth, echoing the swell of the boat.
My dad got angry; there was no time nor room
in his world for attacks of the infinite. He called
me “ridiculous” and stormed out.
It was many years before I learned to put

Why is vastness so frightening?
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feet above my parents was awkward for
everyone. Plus, I was a deckhand by then, so
I was sent to sleep with the rest of the crew
in the fo’c’sle (pronounced folk’s hole). The
fo’c’sle was a dark den inside the bow of the
boat. The walls curved downward, following
the shape of the hull, and their sides were
covered in thick shag carpet, an odd addition
to a place that was often wet. It was damp and
full of smells — days-old fish gurry, unwashed
men, and boots left on — but it also had the
closest approximation to darkness, and I slept
burrowed against the inner hull, my exhausted
hands absently stroking the carpet and
tangling in its long fibers.
When we anchored at night in a bay or
lagoon, protected from the swell, I would listen
to the water lapping against the fiberglass hull
by my head. Some nights, the gentle slosh and
lick was another comfort, a rhythmic patter
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like slow rain. But most nights, that sound
whispered to me, invoking darkness far denser
and frightening than the sky could hold. It was
a cold sound, a reaching one. Every wavelet felt
like a hand snaking up from the depths to taunt
me, striking against the hull right where my
face was on the other side, my torso and limbs.
Rather than reminding me of the safety of the
boat, the sounds at the waterline accentuated
the thinness of the barrier between my body
and the impossible depths that lay below it,
as if the waves were only toying with us, great
hands gently rolling an egg back and forth
between their palms. At any moment, they
could crush our protective shell at will. Slap.
Slosh-slap. Those sounds pulled me to sleep
at night, downward, so that rest became an act
of surrender to a great, bottomless fear.
Why is vastness so frightening? In daylight,
gazing out over the water at the horizon, I

and tranquility. But when I allowed my mind to
sink below the surface, to try to comprehend
how far the water went downward, the awe
twisted in on itself and turned dark and terrible.
It was too much to hold, that depth. To my
child mind, the waves became the reach of the
deeps, reminders that I floated on the upper
edge of an unbearable abyss. We lived in a
liminal zone between an ever-bright sky and a
dark horror of water.
Maybe it was just a fear of drowning. After
all, my body was just a tiny bit of flesh adrift
on a little machine in a great expanse. Yet the
survival of my physical self felt like the least of
my worries. Something about contact with that
magnitude of size put my sense of soul at risk.
It was a different kind of drowning that was at
stake. It reduced me to panic more than once,
trying to hold the ocean in my mind. Once,
when I was five or six, I was practicing. I tried
to fill my vision with the surface of the water
and then let myself imagine downwards, to see
how far I could go. The next thing I remember,
I was shaking as if I’d been plunged into ice
water, shrieking, “I don’t want to die! I don’t
want to die! I don’t want to die!” My parents
were confused and frightened, my hysteria
sudden and strange in a child. My mom held
me on her lap in the stateroom, rocking me

up barriers between myself and this terrible
feeling of limitlessness. I learned to ride out
that sense of totality, to watch how others
understood things, how they dealt with
size and terror. People protect themselves
from immensity by breaking it into smaller
bits — types, categories, tendencies. Instead
of beholding an abyss, people divide the ocean
into currents, bays, trenches. The vastness is
charted and plumbed. By converting it into the
knowable, the predictable, the fear transmutes
into respect. By naming it, the relationship with
the infinite is tamed back to a bearable awe.

The

old Norse were some of the most
successful seafarers the world has ever seen.
They made it from Europe to North America
long before Columbus. They navigated without
sextants or chronometers, traveled hundreds
and sometimes thousands of miles in small,
open ships, often without prior knowledge of
their destination. How did they overcome fear?
One way was to tell stories. Most of what
is known about their stories comes from the
Poetic Edda, Icelandic poems recounting
much of the spiritual life of the old Norse,
pre-Christianity. Prior to that, outside of the
occasional use of runes, Norse culture relied
upon an oral tradition: skalds crafting poems
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to please the kings and chieftains of the time,
the winners rewriting history in the moment. In
this tradition, the lives of gods and giants and
those of people were interwoven, the sacred
and the mundane one and the same. They gave
voice and reason to the forces that molded
their experience — to lightning, to crop failure,
to capsized ships. These poems also acted like
teaching tools, passing down the frameworks
and details and values they wanted to endure.
The Edda was finally written down at a point
when the stories themselves were centuries
distant and Christianity had provided a new lens
for the gods and goddesses and giants of their
myths. This means these poems are recreations
of the original culture at best, perversions and
fantasies at worst. Yet that was the period in
which the Norse became truly literate, so that
is the version that survives. Whether spoken or
written, within the poems are repetitions, clues.
Within the myths and stories is the knowledge
of the world itself, a reflection of what is known
about the seasons, about weather, about battle,
and the sea.
For the old Norse, the ocean was not the
domain of a god or goddess, but rather two
giants and their children. Ægir was a sea giant
who represented the glory of the water, both
the benevolent beauty of the ocean and its
changeability, as he was given to moods. He
was known to be a generous host and often
entertained the gods themselves in his great
underwater hall, Ægirheim, a reflection of the
ocean’s bounty the Norse enjoyed and their
dependence upon fisheries for food. Ægir’s
wife, Rán, was the darker aspect of the sea.
Known as the Robber, she was the one who
took from humans, stealing their fish, their
ships, their lives. With her great fishing nets,
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she would yank mariners from their vessels
and drag them down under the waves where
she kept them for her own pleasure until she
tired of them, at which point she sent them
on to Helheim, home of the truly dead. She
provided a focus for their fears, and in naming
her, they gained a feeling of control over their
fates. Most raiders and fishermen carried gold
coins in their pockets when they went to sea,
tossing them overboard in rough weather to
appease her, or keeping one as a bribe for
lenience should they reach her halls.
Ægir and Rán had nine daughters, known
as the Nine Waves. In the names of the Nine
Waves, an intimacy with the surface of the water
itself is revealed, a knowledge of what it can be
and how it moves. Each name is representative
of a different kind of wave, a way of passing
down close observations of the ocean and its
many faces. Hevring was the rising wave that
lifted the boat high and offered a view of the
horizon and the coming swells. Hrönn was a
welling wave, the kind that rolled for miles and
brought rhythm and number to their rowing or
the brace of their legs. Dúfa was the pitching
wave who tossed their boats unpredictably
from the surface only to have them slam back
down again into the water, shuddering and
creaking, like riding the back of a great beast.
There were also Bylgja, the billowing wave,
Uðr, the frothing wave, whose whitecaps
indicated wind or choppy weather, and Kólga,
the cooling wave, whose cold hands and kisses
soaked through their rough spun garments and
left them heavy and shivering on deck. Close
to shore was Dröfn, the foam-flecked wave or
comber, crashing against rocks and beaches.
They also named Blóðughadda, Bloody-Hair,
who bore the deadly color of red tides and
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shark bites. And lastly was Himinglæva, the
wave through whom one glimpses heaven
when the sun pours down and shatters against
the surface of the water, when all the horizon
becomes piercing light.
These were the faces of the sea for them,
names for the many ways the immensity
appeared — the motions of the waves, the
waves that sighed against the sand, the waves
that tapped the hull, the waves that smashed
ships apart or carried them to unknown shores.
Naming them turned them into intimates,
lovers, enemies. Personalities to watch for,
patterns to predict what happened next.
When I see the surface, I see chop, swell,
breaker, trough, but mostly noise. I see things
moving and changing. I see the differences
in shapes, but I don’t know what I’m seeing

or what they mean about the changing and
deepening currents of which they are the
signs. I cannot read their faces. I wish I had
stories to give meaning to the waves, to render
them familiar. Would the vastness feel less
frightening if I had the words to name the
shapes? Even if the language were all my own?
Seeker — I would name the lap at my head. I
would call the flat erasure of our wake Scar,
with its curious smoothness like skin healed
strangely after a wound. The giant, tossing
seas would be Rage; there was such hideous
power in the way they threw us about, out of
our control but also out of its own, in the way
that anger overpowers the spirit and gathers
force and wildness to it, feeds with irrational
speed on its own heat. Serpents would be
the fingers of water that rush up the sand on
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the beach and the hissing undertow that pulls
them back. I would name the salt spray that
stings the eyes Needle, and the looping ovals
of bright and shadow that swirl on a calm sea
would be Boil. There are many others whose
names I could give, but far more who remain
strangers to me, whose aspects are lost to my
poor understanding of the ocean as a whole.
There are so many ways of codifying
shared knowledge and passing it down,
both metaphorical and real. I was taught to
recognize where there may be fish, to know
which way the current is running. I was taught
to spot jumpers and watch for rocks. I can read
tide rips, shallows, and schools of salmon. I
never learned to anticipate the interaction of
swells, to predict the weather by watching the
surface or the sky. I cannot gauge depth or
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track the stars or find my way across a strait
without a compass.
I can read charts, to an extent. I would sit on
my father’s lap as he took wheel watch at night,
the red light over the captain’s chair smoking
the galley like a darkroom, keeping our eyes
sharp for the outer lights of marker buoys
and other vessels nearby. He would point
out capes, shoals, dangers on the chart, and
then the corresponding points on our radar
or angles on our compass heading. I would
nestle my face into the soft black rubber collar
around the radar screen, staring into the black
space and its green blips as a bright green line
spun slowly around the circle like a timer hand,
lighting up anything that pinged back.
The charts themselves were a swarm and
scramble of lines and numbers, a busy chatter

overlaid atop a picture of the water’s expanse.
Like topography in reverse, the lines and
shades told stories about depths and rocks
and trenches, safe passageways and no-man’s
lands and other, more esoteric ways to break
up the immensity of the ocean. Sometimes the
charts were wrong or outdated due to erosion
or changes in tides. Then came the skipper’s
knowledge, my father’s familiarity with this
cape or that, knowing how far the tide had
to be in before we could safely shoot a gap
between two rocks, or which sandbar to skirt
that was invisible to the eye.
I remember when we first got a depth
sounder; we would all gather around it to
marvel at the pictures of the ocean floor that
bloomed across the screen. It felt like cheating,
in a way, to be able to watch the bottom in
real time, its densities and shapes spelled out
in different colors. We learned to read the
difference between a rock and a clot of kelp, to
guess which clusters were seaweed and which
were schools of fish lurking down below.
The addition of GPS was another intervention
bringing us farther from our immediate senses
and our shared knowledge through more
traditional forms of navigation. Instead, we
could simply see our position represented
in the abstract, anywhere on the planet. The
satellite perspective brought the entire earth
into focus, and in so doing, zoomed us out
and away from the personal link we had in the
moment to the waves around us, the familiar
depths, the firsthand sense of place. Yet in
other ways, it helped us see the connections
between things, that wide perspective also a
way of shrinking the infinite, showing us what
really lay beyond the horizon.
“Lara, c’mere!” boomed my father’s voice over

the intercom on deck. I scrambled up the ladder
to the flying bridge and entered the wheelhouse
to find him playing with the new GPS.
“Here we are,” he pointed, indicating the
familiar outline of Kodiak island on the screen.
He zoomed out until the display showed little
more than open water, and pushed the key
that would scroll us southward. Down, down,
down — nothing but ocean expanse. For nearly
a minute he scrolled, and I looked at his face
to see what exactly it was I was supposed to
notice. He was smiling.
“There!” he said. Another island had come
into view, a much smaller one, a cluster of
islands.
“Where . . . ?”
“It’s Hawaii,” he beamed. “We could turn this
puppy due south, and if we had enough fuel,
we’d run smack-dab into paradise.”
I looked southward out over the water, and
the infinite no longer felt quite the same.

Traditional

Hawai’ian navigation, like most of
Polynesia, relied upon complex knowledge
of the stars and an ongoing calculus in the
mind of the navigator based on relative
speed and distance traveled. It required
incredible memorization and awareness, but
these wayfinding techniques — mental star
compasses, cloud formations, tracking the
flight paths of birds — were so accurate and
successful that Polynesian seafarers were
able to establish consistent trade routes that
extended from New Zealand to South America
in double-hulled canoes. At one point, their
territory spanned over six million square miles
of islands and open ocean, making it one of
the largest ethnic (if not political) empires in
history.
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Familiarity with the water itself was also
essential to their understanding of position.
“If you can read the ocean, you will never be
lost,” says master navigator Nainoa Thompson.
Knowledge of the ocean swells and the patterns
of currents were central to their wayfinding for
daylight travel and other times when the stars
were not visible. Some neighboring groups,
like the Marshallese, used wave-piloting
almost exclusively, and were able to navigate
expansive and intricate atoll systems out of
sight of land solely through sensitivity to the
movement of the waves.
Unlike most of the other navigational systems
of Oceania, the Marshallese did not use dead
reckoning, the process by which one’s position
is determined in relation to a previous point
or fix. In other words, they did not think about
where they had come from and then construct
a mental map of where they were heading.
Instead, they focused on knowing where they
were at any given moment in relation to the
major ocean swells. In the same way that some
navigators use the consistent position of a star
or a prevailing wind, the Marshallese recognized
consistent swells coming from the four cardinal
directions, with dilep, or the eastern swell,
being the strongest. Intersections between
major swells formed nodes, and these nodes
formed lines or paths through the water that
could be followed with great consistency if one
knew how to feel them. Rather than relying on
mental images of the territory around them,
they felt the movement of their craft and were
able to detect complex patterns in the waves
based on knowledge of the ways in which
these cardinal swells were disrupted by land,
regardless of whether the land was visible. This
was based on a profound understanding of
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the ways in which water moves, and how rocks
and landforms influence underwater currents
and wave patterns. “Now I’ve heard some say
wave bend around an island. Alright, I want
to tell you right away that is not true,” says
Rongelapese navigator Lepedpedin. “No swell
of this world know how to bend. They just roll
in one direction and keep going.” Marshallese
navigators could feel the changes in this roll
to locate distant objects in the water. It was
through this “remote sensing” of islands and
other land forms that they moved through
their atoll systems and beyond. In this way, the
wayfinder was a bit like a spider in the center
of a vast web, attuned to subtle tremors and
changes in their environment in all directions.
Having such a simplified “navigational
toolkit” — one
relying
solely
on
waves — required an intense sense of presence
and attention on the part of the navigator.
Ocean travel was a completely immersive
experience. To lose track of one’s position
could mean total disorientation, and without
the accrued cues and awareness of the voyage,
it was easy to make errors. On the other hand,
there were currents and markers to help guide
the voyager back on track as well. Navigators
learned to trace the okar, or “root,” an invisible
line formed by a series of booj, or “knots,”
intersections of major swells as disrupted by a
land form. “As the root, if you follow it, leads to
the palm tree, so does this lead to the island,”
said one master navigator.
This way of knowing the waves, of “seeing”
forces that are invisible to the eye, represents
an entirely different form of understanding
from the charts and equipment that cluttered
our wheelhouse in Alaska. It was an experiential
form of knowledge in which the cognitive
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structures are of actions and tendencies,
ways of interpreting shifting conditions in the
moment rather than mental maps of places or
things. The success of the navigation depended
upon complete submersion within the
experience, with only patterns as abstractions
instead of projections or representations, as
with charts, directions, or celestial navigation.
Marshallese wayfinders had to be deeply
present, attuned to both the gross movements
of the swell as well as the tiny disruptions
within it, feeling the movement of the water
with staggering complexity, while also being in
flow with their constantly changing conditions
and relative position.
Unlike the Norse, the Marshallese had few
names for the types of waves they encountered.
In fact, when anthropologists and mariners

sought out master wave-pilots, seeking to
record their systems and knowledge for
posterity, particularly post WWII when the
techniques fell rapidly into obscurity, the
informants struggled to share what they knew
simply because they lacked the language to do
so. They had no words to describe the intimate
knowledge they held in their sense of balance,
their sensitivities to movement and rhythm, the
patterns they knew intuitively and could trace
but could not verbalize.
Even among the Marshallese themselves,
handing down the knowledge of their
wayfinding
was
a
complicated
and
individualized process. Most used what have
come to be called “stick charts,” elaborate
and often beautiful structures crafted of palm
fronds or pandanus root bound by coconut
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fibers. The most basic teaching tools were
known as mattang charts, square cross shapes
with symmetrical curves, like wicker mandalas.
Mattang were not maps of places, but rather
representations of the ways in which the eastern
swell and western swell would meet. The curves
demonstrated the tendencies of currents and
counter currents within the swells and noted the
ways in which land and wind would change those
fluid motions. They also noted disruptive wave
patterns, or lutokļokkan, meaning “pouring
out and away from you,” or trickster swells that
could lead an unfocused navigator astray.
The mattang appear, to my untrained eye,
both surprisingly simple and also esoteric, the
symbolic shapes of intersection blooming from
the center of the charts in intricate but balanced
lines that recall both snowflakes and flowers, a
reminder of the many similarities of geometry
in natural forms, their graceful common
mathematics. Other types of charts included
the meddo, which represented the unique wave
and swell patterns specific to a given region.
These charts were less symmetrical, more
representative of physical space, with shells
used to mark actual landforms, though relative
distance and “true” position of the islands were
neither needed nor incorporated into their
navigational systems. Larger, more complex
charts called rebbelib were made to represent
entire island systems and their respective swell
patterns and were studied prior to voyages
but not brought along on the trip itself, again,
as reckoning from point to point was not part
of their method. While each type of chart was
used by all navigators, the charts themselves
further represent the individual, experiential
aspect of their wayfinding knowledge; one
chart could not be read by another navigator. In
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other words, each stick chart was made by the
person who intended to use it and so served as
a private mnemonic device rather than a map.
The knowledge that was passed along was how
to find one’s way, but not where or what that
way may be.
Around WWII, the Japanese and Germans
entered the region, and canoe travel between
the islands was banned by colonial rule. Interest
in contemporary, mechanized navigation
quickly supplanted the memorization- and
skill-intensive traditional methods, and by the
time the U.S. conducted its nuclear weapons
tests, detonating sixty-seven nuclear bombs
on Bikini and Enewetak atolls at the end of the
war, Marshallese wayfinding had all but died
out as local residents were forced to evacuate
their homeland due to radiation poisoning,
contaminated resources, and mandatory
relocation. Once Rongelap atoll was
pronounced livable in 1957, a number of people
returned, hoping to relearn their traditional
means of navigation outside of colonial rule.
Joseph Genz writes of the experiences of
Captain Korent, a Marshallese navigator who
participated in the revival of the tradition:
He lay blindfolded in a canoe while
his grandfather towed him to various
positions around a coral islet so that he
could determine his location based on
how the intersections and reflections
of incoming waves from the ocean
and lagoon affected the motion of
the canoe. Since Rongelap remained
radioactive, however, this was a
fleeting exercise in what would have
under normal circumstances been
numerous years of rigorous training.
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Captain Korent’s training was successful,
however, and his work has continued to restore
practices that have returned heritage and ways
of knowing to his people. It is difficult to recover
this kind of experiential knowledge, especially
one rooted so deeply in the pragmatic aspects
of daily life, such as inter-island travel. The
culture cannot return to a time when other
forms of navigation have not entered their
consciousness, but it can seek to reclaim the
intimacy it once had with the place in which
it resides, one surrounded by waves for which
they have no words.
As they restore their practices, they use the
old terms for those things they do name. Kāāj
in rōjep, or “fishhook,” is a wave formation
to the northeast or southeast of an island.
Nit in kōt is a sign to the west, literally, “a
pit where birds fight.” Reļok is a misleading
swell pattern, meaning “this will plunge you
into the sea.” They name the currents that lead
away as well: the first zone is called jukae, or
“going into”; the second zone is rubukae, or

“crossing”; the third zone is jeljeltae, when the
signs become weakest, meaning “loosening,”
or “unravelling,” as if the web and its tremors
were coming undone. They also have a name
for the fear the navigator feels when they lose
the way altogether. They see it as a madness,
the overwhelming sense of panic that comes
when confronted with the vastness, when
the patterns fall apart. They call it wiwijet,
“the loss of direction” from which there is no
coming home.
I know this feeling, this madness. Though I
was only navigating the depths in my mind, it is
this panic that overwhelmed me as a child, this
contact with something far greater than I could
understand. It was as if my tiny self were being
set adrift in a space too big for knowing, too
wild for naming. The intimate turns into terror.
This is the nature of terrible awe.
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